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Thanksgiving as the Meeting of Two Minds
In the American year, Thanksgiving is the only day officially converging the Christian mind and the American
mind—two minds, independent though inseparable, neither to be captive to the other.
Another convergence on this day: the universal human impulse to give thanks and the universal celebration of
harvest as expressive of this impulse. And one more convergence: as a universal festival with historic and
geographical particulars, Thanksgiving is implicitly an occasion to give thanks for all festival comminglings of
universals and particulars.
Now to the “On Faith” question: “In a world torn by religious, ethnic and geopolitical conflict, what can we be
thankful forthis Thanksgiving?”
1. We can be thankful for the increasing global recognition that our humanity is common. In 1943 I read Wendell
Willkie’s just-published “One World.” How prescient he was! For failure to join the human race, the cost to
individuals and collectivities is increasingly steep, and the nudge to unity is increasingly strong. Much that in the
past motivated division is losing persuasive power, and much that the strong considered weakness is gaining in
respectability—though we still have far to go before, in Jesus’ words, “the meek inherit the earth.”
2. We can be thankful for the increasing rapproachement between those historic sibling rivals, faith and reason.
As religion has become stronger, atheists have become louder; but some prominent ones among them have
surrendered their atheism. In 2003 prominent British atheist Antony Flew signed the atheist “Humanist Manifesto
III,” which teaches evolutionism (“unguided evolutionary change”); but subsequently he has come to believe in a
cosmic guidedness, a universal purpose verifiable by science. We may be witnessing the slow emergence of a
common mind in our common humanity.
3. On this Thanksgiving Day, we Americans can be thankful for the freedom of religion from government
interference and the freedom of government from dominance by any particular religion. And individually, we
Americans can give thanks for the freedom to make our own mix of meanings, our own list of things to be
thankful for, and to chose who shall be the Recipient of our thanks.
But instead of extending this list, I want to sketch the two minds in this entry’s title.
THE AMERICAN MIND can be glimpsed through our formative political documents and our rituals, both formed
over against historic and contemporary alternatives. Communism was the most threatening alternative to our
way of life when in 1954 President Eisenhower and Congress added “under God” to the Pledge of Allegiance. In
contrast to atheist regimes and secularist philosophies, America was founded and continues to see itself as
“under God,” though wisely the Constitution forbids any religious test for any political office.
The ritual (official wordings) of Thanksgiving Day reveal the American mind as theocentric, centered on the
biblical God, thankful to him for life, liberty, and hope. Though our population is the world’s most multi-ethnic,
England is the mother country of our predominant religion and our predominant language. Our earliest
thanksgiving ritual is in the 1619 English Virginia-colony charter stipulating the annual celebration of landing-day
as a day to be “kept holy as a day of thanksgiving to Almighty God.” Two years later, English separatist
Christians (who came to be called the Pilgrims) held a three-day thanksgiving of feasting, dancing, and merrymaking with the Amerinds, whose farming skills had helped them survive their first winter. In the telling of the
American Story, “Mayflower 1620” is the founding event, and the Mayflower Compact “in the name of God” is the
earliest founding document. The other strand in the American mind is the Scottish-English Enlightenment, which
added critical and structural reason to the biblical faith.
Both strands of the American mind are in our founding documents and in the presidential proclamations of
Thanksgiving Day. Here, I’ll indicate only that “thanksgiving” was understood as a liturgical word, a word
technical to worship. It was not “being thankful” in a global-vague sense. It was one dimension of prayer.

So our first president (in 1789) called for “a day of public thanksgiving and prayer.” And our now most honored
president, Abraham Lincoln, proclaimed (in 1863) “a prayerful day of Thanksgiving” for “his [God’s] Providence.”
While in population America is overwhelming a Christiancountry, we are by wise design not a Christian nation:
we believe that for their best flourishing, religion and politics need structural protection from each other. But
protection does not mean total non-influence. Thanksgiving Day is fundamentally a religious holiday, and our
presidents have used “church” language in giving it “state” recognition: no impenetrable “wall of separation
between church and state.”
Finally, how does THE CHRISTIAN MIND differ from the American mind in answering this “On Faith” question,
“what can we be thankful for?” I began a list of what the American mind is thankful for this Thanksgiving Day.
The biblical mind’s answer is simpler: We should live lives of gratitude to God, thankful for everything—God’s
dark gifts as well as his bright gifts.
When Job had nothing after having had everything, he said (Job 1:21) “The LORD gave, and the LORD has
taken away; blessed be the name of the LORD.” First Thessalonians 5:16-18 has the same triumphant
transcendence: “Rejoice always, pray without ceasing, give thanks in all circumstances; for this is the will of God
in Christ Jesus for you.”
Life, the whole of it, is a gift of God by nature; and the new life in Christ is God’s gift of grace, which rejoices that
God has come to the world not only in Jesus but as Jesus, who accepted the dark gift of crucifixion and received
the bright gift of resurrection.
For the Christian mind, every day is thanksgiving day, and all acts of compassionate service to humanity and the
good earth are return-gifts to the Giver of all.
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Comments
Please report offensive comments below.

After reading all the responses here, it appears the concerns i would have voiced to Mr. Elliott have, by and
large, been voiced. It also appears Mr Elliot is unable to appreciate much of the validity or saliency of any of
these criticisms.
To be charitable, his piece is titled "Thanksgiving *as* the Meeting of Two Minds" not "Thanksgiving *is* the
Meeting of Two Minds." Tho he seems starkly unaware of any pre christian or non christian origins of
Thanksgiving and tho he takes it upon himself to define the american mind, he does carry on as tho the holiday
of thanksgiving *is* essentially the meeting of The American Mind and The Christian mind. Hence, this odd
meeting of two prearranged so called minds or identities.
Ultimately, his piece can only be read as a sort of monologue or diatribe.
[Greek diatrib, pastime, lecture, from diatrbein, to consume, wear away : dia-, intensive pref.; see dia- + trbein, to
rub; see ter-1 in Indo-European roots.]
The Greek word diatrib, the ultimate source of our word, is derived from the verb diatrbein, made up of the prefix
dia-, "completely," and trbein, "to rub," "to wear away, spend, or waste time," "to be busy." The verb diatrbein
meant "to rub hard," "to spend or waste time," and the noun diatrib meant "wearing away of time, amusement,
short ethical treatise or lecture."
And, from his responses, it would appear there is little that passes "as" or for a meeting with the minds in this
forum.

This is kind of disturbing,especially concerning thanksgiving and especially coming from a self titled "teacher" ....
-mason
POSTED BY: MASON | JANUARY 27, 2008 3:05 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Mysterium tremendum et fascinans..
"From about half past ten in the evening to about half an hour after midnight:
FIRE.
G_d of Abraham, G_d of Isaac, G_d of Jacob,
Not the G_d of philosphers and scholars.
Absolute Certainty.Beyond reason. Joy. Peace.
Forgetfulness of the world and everything but G_d.
The world has not known Thee, but I have known Thee.
Joy. Joy. Joy. Tears of Joy.
and
Love bade me welcome, yet my soul drew back,
Guilty of dust and sin.
But quick-eyed Love, observing me grow slack
From my first entrance in,
Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning
If I lack'd anything.
"A guest," I answered, "worthy to be here";
Love said, "You shall be he."
"I, the unkind, the ungrateful? ah my dear,
I cannot look on Thee."
Love took my hand and smiling did reply,
"Who made the eyes but I?"
"Truth, LORD, but I have marred them; let my shame
Go where it doth deserve."
"And know you not," says Love, "who bore the blame?"
"My dear, then I will serve."
"You must sit down," says Love, "and taste my meat."
So I did sit and eat."
Who explains the unexplainable? But- Keep trying. Keep trying.
POSTED BY: ANONYMOUS | NOVEMBER 30, 2007 7:10 PM
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN -- 10.29.07
PAGANPLACE 11.28 / 10:03p
In light of your claims, I carefully reread my “thanksgiving” entry, which mentions a number of things we
Americans can ALL be thankful for. All of this thanking I see as “real.” But I could not find what you quote me as
having written:
“There can be no real thankfulness without submitting to [My God].” I repeat: I can’t imagine my uttering such
narrowness of spirit & mind.

+++
As for your claim that I claim my religion is “special,” I have several responses:
1 Whose religion is “general” instead of “special”?
2 Marriage is a commitment to someone “special.” It’s no insult to others.
3 Religions of revelation are “special” in that the devotees believe themselves chosen for a particular mission—
in Christianity, to spread the Good News (“go[od]-spell”) of God’s forgiving-saving love in Jesus Christ. “Special”
here means not superior but inferior (in the sense of being “under” the burden to living and convey the
Message).
+++
Your saying “Reason is reason” was unreasonable to the semantic range of the word. Pascal (mathematician &
philosopher, died 1662) spoke a truth I think you would not deny: “The heart has reasons that reason cannot
know.” He was objecting to the narrow dogma of the omniapplicability of “reason” as irrefutable public logic. He
was ironist enough to comment that people are most interesting where they’re least rational.
Presently, the West is overimpressed with reason-as-logic as an essential component in the scientific method’s
production of KNOWLEDGE by processes of verifiability/falsifiability. “The new atheists” are so sophomorically
impressed with this that they claim it as the ONLY way of knowing, all other knowledge-claims being false.
The silliness of this rationalistic fundamentalism is easily exposed. E.g., even if one were to argue that love as a
way of knowing can be lassoed into the “Scientific Knowledge” corral, “first love”—as an unrepeatable
experience—cannot be. First-love as a common human experience is objective-public, but as knowledge it is
subjective-private.
Religious knowledge is subjective-private, but as a common human experience it is objective-public. (As I put it
in my present “sex” column, the NUMINOUS potential is as real to our species as is the ORGASMIC potential.
The two potentials are in my book-title, “Flow of Flesh, Reach of Spirit.”)
British atheist Richard Dawkins, in his current “On Faith” column, unconsciously contradicts his own claim to
constrict reason-knowledge to the products of inductive (scientific) reasoning: “Nature is what we are put in this
world to rise above.” As a biologist, he could be expected to say “we emerged into the world.” But if we are “put”
here, who does the putting? And why? The personalistic element is even stronger in his why: “to rise above”
nature. But in his doctrine of evolution (unlike Antony Flew’s revised doctrine), randomness is univocal: there’s
no room for purpose. So, when he speaks of purpose, he knows—or at least surmises—something science
didn’t teach him.
Dawkins’ “The God Delusion” condemns two irrationalities he himself—in one sentence!—says he believes, viz.
that Somebody put us here for a Purpose. (The surmise that we’ve been put here for a purpose is so common
as to help explain why Rick Warren’s “The Purpose-Driven Life” has sold millions of copies.)
POSTED BY: WILLIS E. ELLIOTT | NOVEMBER 29, 2007 10:50 PM
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Dr Elliot
you may not, in fact, be pompous and obfuscatory. it may just be that most of us here on this thread find you to
be so.
perhaps the Annapolis group is right, and we are wrong.
and perhaps you only Sound to most of us like a Christian Suprematist. Your column seems to state that
Christians understand thanksgiving in a unique way not attained by other persuasions.
we state that many christians are exemplary at "thankfulness," as are many pagans, atheists, buddhists, jains,
muslims, and cowboys.

if you acknowledge christians have no advantage here, then we all misjudged you (and you spoke in a sloppy
way).
my statement about thankfulness is representative of what Pagan and terra and many others who are criticising
you read you to be saying. and it is patently NOT fundamental atheism. we all agree christians and pagans and
atheists can be equally good at thankfulness.
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | NOVEMBER 29, 2007 9:59 PM
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Well, you do comment, at least, Reverend? :)
But, no, reason *is* reason. If you reach an absurdity, you check your facts again. I think often your idea of
'Reason' is, 'Bend reason till it fits certain absurdities.'
But you did get down to it, ...you think you're 'special,' in the name of your group.
You said in your column 'There can be no real thankfulness without submitting to [My God.]'
You've got a real way of saying highly offensive and dehumanizing things, then saying you can't imagine you
said that cause you don't think of yourself as 'that kind of people.'
Yet, there it is.
And, yes, reason is reason. It is a process with orders and rules, and is a tool that seves an important purpose.
Need I remind you I'm *not an atheist?* I just don't think my faith or belief requires me to indulge in any but the
most ruthless reason about what reason does.

We have reasoning minds, but also dreaming ones.
It ill-serves either capacity to try and mix the two. (Never presume they *don't* mix, but it's *certain* forms of
religious belief that can't seem to recognize that it's not necessary to dumb down reason or science in order to
*have* faith and wonder in the universe.
These things are not that fragile.
You need to believe, apparently, that your sect is "SPECIAL," ...why?

Is that worth hurting people over?
Could be the sun and rain is enough for some. You may at once call it 'idolatry,' while claiming the *credit* for
it, ...all the while insisting that other real people are somehow content to live in America as cartoons of your base
imaginings of said 'Idolatry,' ...but... We spend all this time talking to you... And if you continue to rationalize
we're as debased as your specialness seems to need to believe...
Well, you may post, but I'm not sure you read.
Reverend.

POSTED BY: PAGANPLACE | NOVEMBER 28, 2007 10:03 PM
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Thank you who’ve continued the conversation even though “On Faith” has us off-page.

My column was about two eminences, viz. Antony Flew & Fritz Kunkel. Tony is nine years younger than I, but
those who dislike his addition of purpose as a factor x in evolution claim that this evidences his old brain ain’t
functionin’ well anymore. As for Fritz & his playful suggestion of transcending traditional religious language, none
of you commenters has let out a peep about him.
I feel flattered that you’ve commented so much about me, in my opinion a far less interesting character than
either Tony or Fritz.
HENRY JAMES
I was one of six whom the U.S.Navy chose to determine the Annapolis religion curriculum for computers on
nuclear subs. I thought of it in connection with the Annapolis conference today on Israel/Palestine. Apparently,
the selection committee did not think me guilty (as you do) of “pomposity,” “triumphalist and exclusivist” thinking,
and being “convolutedly obfuscatory.” Thank God for small favors, such as that you weren’t on the selection
committee.
You complain that I slot you commenters into narrow categories of my determination (as though what I say of
any I were saying of all), then you yourself put me in a categories I reject: I speak (you claim) as though I believe
that Christianity is “the ONLY religion on the planet” (in spite of my teaching ALL religions in U.Hawaii!), & as
though I were a “while male Christian supremacist.”
ANONYMOUS
Thank you for quoting Jesus that nothing can remain concealed, but it’s not clear to me who you think is
concealing what.
PAGANPLACE
Thank you for acknowledging that I do read all comments, but I have never consciously “misconstrued” anything
any of you has said. Nor do I think I’m “smart,” though I had the privilege of 14 school-years of higher ed in
religion/philosophy/science/law.
While I agree that “reason is a faculty,” I do not agree that “reason is reason.” The latter is as conceptually
limited as it would be to say that “religion is religion.” Philosophers laugh at the juvenile way the socalled new
atheists use “reason”—not even up to Logic 101.
The reason/faith dichotomy is rhetorical, presenting pure types for the purpose of maximum distributiion of ideas
& positions. (Faith & reason are implicit in human consciousness.) This is part of what I meant when I said that
any good idea, extended far enough in a straight line, is foolishness.
Finally, you ask me “why do you claim that only worshipers of your God know thankfulness?” I can’t imagine
making so stupid a claim. We Christians distinguish between COMMON grace (as Jesus’ saying that God sends
sunlight and rain on everybody—so all can be thankful) and SPECIAL grace (God’s forgiveness offered to all
who are thankful for God’s own suffering love toward humanity through Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord).
POSTED BY: WILLIS E. ELLIOTT | NOVEMBER 28, 2007 8:35 PM
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I mean, hey. As much as some 'experts' say otherwise, *I'm* a person of faith. In fact, the more I've seen of the
world, the *less* I think people need to be so darn *protective* of faith 'in the face of' reason, like human reason
might destroy the magic in the world, or the Gods, or spirit, or soul, or anything like that.

*Belief* may have some problems, if you're attached to certain ideas of 'faith' being *believing particular things
really hard contrary to evidence and reason,* but faith, real faith, makes no such demands.
Sometimes applying *reason* ruthlessly is the truest act of faith, at least if you worship one or more Gods that
*demand and patronize* reason.

Like if you really expect that thinking along certain lines will destroy your faith, why do it.

People negotiate with reason like reason had that frightening power. It's not so, though.
There's no need to dumb down. Certainly no reason to call 'My Fearful Dumbing Down' the same thing as
reason.
I say, faith is not that darn fragile. In fact, faith is compromised when one needs to clam unreason is reason in
order to preserve 'faith.'
This makes the very 'faith' one seeks to protect into ...an image in the mind of a fragile flame under fragile glass.
I say faith ain't conditional like that.
I think the fact that we may confuse 'faith' with *mere belief* is where a lot of the strife comes from.
Some folks have a simpler faith than either of us, Reverend: A faith that *things are worth knowing.*
For whatever 'reason.'
I, for one, don't think that cheeses off the Gods.
I happen to think some of Them are well-pleased with it, actually, though the notion may offend some. :)

POSTED BY: PAGANPLACE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 11:53 PM
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Dr. Elliott does at least read responses and post to the threads, so, it's no surprise if he were in fact doing so. I
respect that, even if he often takes the occasion to really misconstrue what the criticisms are about, maybe we'll
reach him someday, maybe some of this registers.
I think he's the one thinking his degrees in this or that from this or that place make him 'smart,' even when
committing fallacies that 'rationalists' and atheists in general agree are fallacies, especially in light of the facts.
Reason is reason, and having a degree is a measure of your ability to get a degree.
An accomplishment, but this does not confer 'Reason.' Reason is a faculty.
Just because the Christian Right are fundamentalist does not mean that 'the reason of the Left' *is the same
thing, only opposed and faithless.*
In fact, it's about time we got rid of that (Christian Right-generated) *fiction.*
Just because 'Intelligent Design' is presented as *sciencey* doesn't mean it's *science,* Just because the Right
says they act from 'Faith' doesn't mean the 'Left' is acting out of 'Faithlessness.'
These are dichotomies that come from *a particular form of religious belief and political ambition.*
Being off-the-charts extreme so you can claim half-as-irrational is 'Moderation' may be a thing that plays in the
media, but it doesn't reason make.
I'd say to the Reverend, ...if you're such an 'expert' in world religions, why do you claim only worshipers of your
God know thankfulness?
I could walk two blocks in any direction and see better.

POSTED BY: PAGANPLACE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 11:25 PM
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e favoriteremember this:
"For nothing is hidden, except to be revealed; nor has anything been secret, but that it would come to light."
best wishes..
POSTED BY: ANONYMOUS | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 10:53 PM
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Henry James - Well, eminent literary critic that you are, I trust your texual analysis skills.
Ho, Dr. Elliott -- which of your PhD's focused on the art of obfuscation?
Henry - can you obfuscate as well as Dr. Elliot? I can't. I think it's partly lack of sophistication and partly distaste.
POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 10:43 PM
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E Fav
I bet you dollars to donuts that it Was the REal Dr Elliot.
No one else could be so convolutedly obfuscatory.
He has used Y'all a number of times in the past.
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 10:09 PM
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Henry
Perhaps Dr Elliot will argue that
when Terra says she doesn't like the God of the Bible
that she is being a Reason Fundamentalist?
Such a statement would be that of an
Un-Reason Fundamentalist,
that is, someone who is
fundamentally unreasonable.
POSTED BY: BETTY | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 10:05 PM
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Dr. Elliot - Was that really you?
The obfuscation was excellent and I could sense the underlying intelligence, but the "y'alls" sort of threw me off.
POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 10:03 PM
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Just to be Perfectly Clear:

It is OFFENSIVE for you to state or imply that people on this thread like Terra are
Fundamentalists of ANY stripe.
You can not give ONE example of a fundamentalist statement that Terra has made.
I challenge you: give us ONE.
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 9:47 PM
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Dr Elliot
with all due respect, your reply just posted is a cross between Nixon's Checkers Speech and Bogart's "the
strawberries gentlemen, they all were against me" paranoia in the Caine Mutiny.
We are not "over-reading" you: we are responding to what you, as clearly as you could, said.
When we exaggerate your doctorates, we are poking fun at your pomposity. Don't you get that?
We all, at least all us Pagans, accept and esteem people of faith. Arminius is a great example. THAT is not the
issue at all, and you SHOULD know that (i suspect you do).
We all can understand faith: we just don't like YOUR kind, triumphalist and exclusivist as it is.
Terra and Starhawk are much more Spiritual than you are. Don't try to play that card.
Terra and Starhawk are NOT reason fundamentalists, and neither am I. You SHOULD realize that as well. You
are imagining the arguments of your opponents here to fit your idee fixes: your paranoid resemblance to Captain
Queeg on the Caine.
There are many many Christians whom all of your critics on this thread respect and love. Many many Christians
realize that they are not the ONLY religion on the planet, and that atheists can also be people of good will who
give thanks and are as much a part of America as white male Christian supremicists.
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 9:45 PM
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Thanks for all your comments, especially those sincerely aimed to enlighten me.
Foolishness is any good idea extended far enough in a straight line. Some of you are eager to over-read me to
that effect (viz., to make me look foolish). I’ll put it even more plainly: some of you are, albeit unconsciously,
eager of be rid of me by triumphally misunderstanding me.
Some of you are genuinely puzzled as to how anyone rational enough to have a pile of earned doctorates
(though two of you over-read the number!) could be also so IRrational as to have religious faith. Your problem is
that your concept of reason is too rigid & small to embrace the full dimensionality of human consciousness: you
are rationalists (overbelievers in “reason”), the opposite of fideists (overbelievers in “faith”).
Here’s an analogy that might help. If we let the human eye represent human consciousness (which “sees” even
itself), & the point of the eye’s greatest height represent the maximum of human awareness, then the extremes
of the eye’s width represent its POLAR NARROWNESSES. Let’s name the right narrowness “FAITH
FUNDAMENTALISM” and the left narrowness “REASON FUNDAMENTALISM.” (I have done doctorates on both
fundamentalisms, & their promoters unwittingly share an arrogant pinchedness of spirit & mind.)
Right-&-left fundamentalists are eager to believe the WORST of their opposites, & both are eager to believe the
BEST of their resources. Right-fundamentalists are so eager to believe the best of the Bible that they claim it is

perfect in science & history as well as in religion & ethics! Left-fundamentalists are so eager to believe the best
of reason that they claim its potential & ultimate omnicompetence for human understanding!
I keep reading—slowly!—everything y’all write because I’m eager to believe the best, YOUR best, which
sometimes peeks through. Since that’s what I’m up to, nothing you’ve ever said to or about me has ever
offended me, though (rightly) sometimes you set me thinking along the line of some possible self-improvement
of this “wretch.”
WRETCH: “Amazing grace! How sweet the sound that saved a wretch like me! I once was lost, but now am
found; was blind, but now I see.” Grace is Christianity’s central doctrine. It’s fascinatingly set out in a catena of
narratives in a current best-seller, Philip Yancey’s WHAT’S SO AMAZING ABOUT GRACE?
The best to y’all!

POSTED BY: WILLIS E. ELLIOTT | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 8:57 PM
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As we come to the twilight of this topic,
we must note that Dr Willis has been thoroughly discredited once again.
He redeemed himself a bit on the last question, but here he has returned to the miserable record of the previous
two columns.
This eminent critic unequivocally avers that Dr E's critics have made all the sticking points, and his defenders
have been few and ineffectual.
Try to write like a real person next time, Dr E. And try not to write like the sun rises and sets on Christianity in a
world with 6 billion people, and some pretty smart pagans.
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 8:01 PM
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Being raised Catholic, I didn't even know about that mean God in the bible. The church was pretty smart not to
tell us, I think, and to focus on the incense and ritual. It worked for a while, anyhow.
POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 6:54 PM
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Daniel writes "I assume that every language has a different word for "God." That is what makes languages
different, different words for the same concepts. Right?"
It may be the inverse, Daniel.
Have you heard the saying
"you don't believe in God? well, tell me what you DO believe in, and we'll call that God".
Thanks to Terra and Starhawk, I now believe in the Moon Goddess.
btw Terra, thanks for the history of your belief. i love your posts. you have quite an independent streak in that
active brain of yours, deciding (how early?) that you didn't like that God in the bible.
I didn't dare until someone confirmed that my reasons for not liking Him were not unique. When he isn't an
absent father, he's an abusive one.

POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 6:49 PM
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PaganPlace,
I liked your post of 11/25, 3:35 p.m.
In my experience "butch" is heard frequently and its meaning well understood. I don't recall having heard
"femme" at all, as "butch's" opposite or otherwise, but if that's what it is, that's what it is.
Thanks for the information. N.
POSTED BY: NORRIE HOYT | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 6:19 PM
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Well, Terra G, (now that it seems there's another Terra here today,)
I'd say that one's religious beliefs often *are* an inheritance from one's upbringing, quite commonly in the world.
There are all manner of pressures to see the world in only that way, and to continue to, ...many presuppositions,
even of people who *disbelieve* in the religion of their upbringing, in fact, can *come* from their upbringing.., as
these religions often ingrain a definition of 'disbelief' that is in fact on their own terms.
It's a little easy for us to forget that, cause pretty much *all* Pagans are here by choice, either through our own
experiences or by choosing to stay with it in a context where our own religion encourages exploring and
informed choices about such things.
POSTED BY: PAGANPLACE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 5:22 PM
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Daniel,
What of us who come from a long line of Christian, Islamic, or Jewish belief and have either turned away from
any belief, or have found religions other then the majority religions?
I was very young when I decided what I read in the bible or what I was being taught, did not mesh with what I felt
was what my view of god was. While my parents were Christian, I have a brother who is Atheist and I am
Pagan..My son is open to other's beliefs and my daughter while open is Christian.
Maybe there are those who are not into experimenting and learning about other religions...maybe there are
those who have fear of hell if they dare to learn about other beliefs. I have a step daughter that stated she did
not want her children to know there are other religions...Not just mine, but any. She is a fundamentalist
Christianist, while intelligent, fear is big in her religion. Her father is very open and is Pagan friendly.
There are many reasons why people choose their religions, some don't know they have a choice. I knew no
Pagans...I just knew I did not like the God I read about in the bible. I did not see that god in the world I lived in...I
did not see that god in the people I cared about. I found a religion that fulfilled my spirit and what I connected to.
All the Pagans I know investigated their parents religions before counting it out. Most Pagans know the bible,
they know the history. They have investigated every Christian sect, from Baptist to Mormon to Catholic...they
checked out Judeaism, some even to learning hebrew and some of the Kabala...some even have delved into the
Muslim faith. Then they turned to Buddahism, Hinduism and many opther isms...then Paganism. From one god
to the many who is One...we understand Trinity.
Religion is not passed down through a family like an old set of china or Grandfather's watch...it is personal.
Sometimes you take that old set of china,you really don't like it...it does not reflect your style, but gosh it was
great grandmother's, so we might as well use it.

terra the Pagan
POSTED BY: TERRA GAZELLE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 4:42 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

I assume that every language has a different word for "God." That is what makes languages different, different
words for the same concepts. Right?
POSTED BY: DANIEL | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 4:11 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

I read Terra's long comment. It seems to support what I believe...which is that any individual person's relgious
belief is really more of an inheritance than a chosen belief. While there may be many many Christians, and many
many Musllims, I do not think most of them really know what they believe. And making things even more
confusing, the heritage of religious belief is also entangled and entwined with entrenched cultural customs and
beliefs and attitudes, which are not directly related to or derived from their dominating religious experience.
All religions have their theologians who try to justify the relgion and explain it to everyone else. That is what
Willis Elliott does; he is not speaking for Christians; he is speaking for theologians. Even though the Trinity is
central to most Christian belief, and most Christians pray to the "Father, Son, and Holy Ghost," I bet that most
Christians do not know much about the Trinity. I would even go so far as to say that many Christians are not
even familiar with the word "Trinity." Let's face it; it is a pretty abstruse theological concept. But people go along
with it, and repeat the belief in it, century after century, without understanding. That is religion as a human
practice.
I am sure that Islam operates in much the same way, with people passing along, from generation to generation,
beliefs, which they give little thought to and do not really undersstand.
The quality of the commentary from religious Christians and Muslims on this forum demonstrates what I am
talking about.
POSTED BY: DANIEL | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 2:59 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

And this from the encyclopedia britannica:
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9005770/Allah
"(Arabic: “God”), the one and only God in the religion of Islam. Etymologically, the name Allah is probably a
contraction of the Arabic al-Ilah, “the God.” The name's origin can be traced back to the earliest Semitic writings
in which the word for god was Il or El, the latter being an Old Testament synonym for Yahweh. Allah is the
standard Arabic word for “God” and is used by Arab Christians…"
Regarding the Muslim "Allah" not having a son - of course - muslims don't recognize Jesus as the son of god just a prophet. They recognize Mary as his mother, but don't accept the virgin birth story.
Thanks Daniel, for noting your perspective on Someone's and Thomas' posts.
POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 2:51 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

For those interested:
Allah is the name of the only God in Islam. Allah is a pre-Islamic name coming from the compound Arabic word
Al-ilah which means the God, which is derived from al (the) ilah (deity).
The Arabic name for “God” is the word “Al-ilah.” It is a generic title for whatever god was considered the highest
god. Different Arab tribes used “Allah” to refer to its personal high god. “Allah” was being worshipped at the

Kaa’ba in Mecca by Arabs prior to the time of Mohammed. It was formerly the name of the chief god among the
numerous idols (360) in the Kaaba in Mecca before Mohammed made them into monotheists. Historians have
shown that the moon god called “Hubal” was the god to whom Arabs prayed at the Kaa’ba and they used the
name “Allah” when they prayed.
Today a Muslim is one who submits to the God Allah.
Islam means submission to (Allah), but originally it meant that strength which characterized a desert warrior who,
even when faced with impossible odds, would fight to the death for his tribe. (Dr. M. Baravmann, The Spiritual
Background of Early Islam, E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1972)
Many believe the word “Allah” was derived from the mid- eastern word “el” which in Ugaritic, Caananite and
Hebrew can mean a true or false God. This is not the case, “The source of this (Allah) goes back to pre-Muslim
times. Allah is not a common name meaning “God” (or a “god”), and the Muslim must use another word or form if
he wishes to indicate any other than his own peculiar deity.” (Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics (ed. Hastings),
I:326.)
According to the Encyclopedia of Religion, Allah corresponded to the Babylonian god Baal, and Arabs knew of
him long before Mohammed worshipped him as the supreme God. Before Islam the Arabs recognized many
gods and goddesses, each tribe had their own deity. There were also nature deities. Allah was the god of the
local Quarish tribe, which was Mohammed's tribe before he invented Islam to lead his people out of their
polytheism. Allah was then known as the Moon God, who had 3 daughters who were viewed as intercessors for
the people into Allah. Their names were Al-at, Al-uzza, and Al-Manat, which were three goddesses; the first two
daughters of Allah had names which were feminine forms of Allah. Hubal was the chief God of the Kaaba among
the other 360 deities. Hubal was the chief God of the Kaaba among the other 360 deities. Hubal was a statue
likeness of a man whose body was made of red precious stones whose arms were made of gold. (Reference
Islam George Braswell Jr.)
“Historians like Vaqqidi have said Allah was actually the chief of the 360 gods being worshipped in Arabia at the
time Mohammed rose to prominence. Ibn Al-Kalbi gave 27 names of pre-Islamic deities...Interestingly, not many
Muslims want to accept that Allah was already being worshipped at the Ka'ba in Mecca by Arab pagans before
Mohammed came. Some Muslims become angry when they are confronted with this fact. But history is not on
their side. Pre-Islamic literature has proved this.” (G. J. O. Moshay, Who Is This Allah? (Dorchester House,
Bucks, UK, 1994), pg. 138).
History has shown Mecca and the holy stone al-Kaaba were holy sites for pre-Islamic pagan Arabs. The Kaaba
in Mecca was formerly named Beit-Allah meaning House of Allah. We are told it was first built in heaven. This is
in contradistinction to what Moses was instructed to build, something overlooked by the Muslims in their reading
of the Bible.
The Koran tells us that Mohammed drove the other idols away; he made one God now the only god and he was
its messenger. He kept the Kaaba as a holy, sacred place and confirmed that the black stone had the power to
take away man's sins. He obligated every believer to make a pilgrimage to the stone at least once in his lifetime.
(Sura 22:26-37) No Old Testament saint ever had a pilgrimage to the Kaaba and kissed its black stone despite
stories that Abraham and Ishmael restored it.
Mohammed used the name Allah which was formerly the name of a specific idol without ever distinguishing it
from the idol the Meccan’s were already worshipping. This was a modification of their former worship but never a
complete break. He never did say for the people to stop their worship of the wrong Allah, for the right one. It can
still be monotheism and not be the God of the Bible
Al-Lat which is a T at the end of the name of Allah, was represented by a square stone whose major sanctuary
was in the city of Taif. In the sanctuary was a black stone in the town of Qudayd between Mecca and Medina.
She was the goddess of fate, a female counterpart of Allah. Al-uzza was the goddess of east Mecca. It has been
said there were human sacrifices made to her and Islamic tradition tells of a story of Mohammed’s grandfather
almost sacrificing his son the father of Mohammed to her. What prevented this was his seeking counsel from a
fortune teller which told him to ransom his son with one hundred camels. Muslims look to this as the will of Allah
to bring Mohammed into existence. (Reference Muhammad husain haykal, Hayat mohammed)

“The name Allah, as the Qur'an itself is witness, was well known in pre-Islamic Arabia. Indeed, both it and its
feminine form, Allat, are found not infrequently among the theophorous names in inscriptions from North Africa.”
(Arthur Jeffrey, ed., Islam: Muhammad and His Religion (1958), p. 85.)
The literal name of Mohammed's father in Arabic is Abd Allah. His uncle's name Obred Allah. These names
show the devotion of Mohammed's families pagan roots, and also prove that Allah was part of a polytheistic
system of worship before Allah was made the supreme and only god from the other God's. This should be proof
to the pre- Islamic root of the name of Allah to the Muslim. Remember they were pagans who used this name.
He kept his family name above all the other names. Mohammad had good intentions in removing the people
from their polytheistic worship however he did not go far enough in his reform.
Mecca was the place where the idol Allah was located, so the people would face in that direction when they
prayed. Prior to Islam the people would pray 5 times a day facing Mecca (The Encyclopedia of Islam p.303) Prior
to Islam's beginning each Arab tribe used Allah to refer to its own particular high god. This is why Hubal, the
Moon god, (known by other names) was the central focus of prayer at the Kaabah and people prayed to Hubal
and they used the name Allah. The crescent moon was the symbol of the moon God Allah (Hubal) and is still
used as a symbol of Islam today (although they have changed the meaning to be -from Mecca to the moon Islam
will spread). Today there is hardly a Muslim that knows its ancient origin. History records it as an ancient pagan
fertility symbol that is found throughout the Middle East. Mohammed smashed all the idols that led the people
into idolatry but the black stone was kept which Muslims continue to kiss today. This was another practice that
preceded Mohammad.
Mohammed made Allah into a single being who, unlike the Bible's God who is called Father, has no Son.
Because of this portrayal, there is no fellowship or love among the godhead before God created man. Creation
and man therefore become a necessity for God to express His attributes or characteristic's. This God has never
revealed Himself to man but revealed only His will. This God is so removed from man that it is impossible to
know him in a personal way, he relates to man only through his will and law. It is a religion of obedience no
different than any other.
To the Muslim God is strictly singular, all seeing, all hearing, almighty, He is the first and the last. But what
differs is that he has no Son and he cannot be called Father who relates to His son in a unique way (Son and
Father does not mean offspring in historic Christianity).
Of the 99 names of God in Islam, not one is “Father” or has a personal connotation. The difference is not to be
overlooked. The God of the Bible is personal and wants an ongoing friendship with each of us. Islam portrays
God as one who expects us to do our religious duty or He angers. There are rules to be obeyed and one can
only please him but not know him personally. No Muslim would ever consider being able to have a personal
relationship with him, by talking to him, and loving him. Jesus instead taught Christians to pray “our Father in
heaven” (Matthew 6:9). Throughout the Old Testament God was real to the prophets who had him personally
speak to them and they to him. “Have we not all one Father? Has not one God created us? Why do we deal
treacherously with one another by profaning the covenant of the fathers?” (Mal 2:10)
In Islam some state that if one memorizes the 99 names of Allah and repeats them he will get into paradise
because they give the believer power, making them conscious of God. Neither the Koran nor the Hadith speak of
these names in such a way. The Suras in the Koran begin with “In the name of Allah, most gracious, most
merciful. Yet in practice Islam's god is portrayed as stern, harsh, having compassion on those who do right and
deals severely with those who do not.
To a Muslim the God of the Bible who is described as triune is offensive and pagan, reminding them of what
Mohammed destroyed. This is recorded in their Qu'ran. They interpret this as 3 separate Gods and not a unified
one. “ They are unbelievers who say God is a third of three. No God is there but one God.” While Muslims affirm
Jesus' virgin conception, they deny He had any pre-existence that would imply He is God. To call a prophet God
is the ultimate in blasphemy to them. “ Verily God will not forgive the union of other gods with himself.” This is a
true statement; however if Jesus is who He said He is, the true God, then it is they who are in union with another
than the true God.
Muslims claim that the name Allah can be found in the Bible. This is no different than what the Jehovah's
Witnesses do for the name Jehovah. Allah is not called Yahweh once in the Koran but neither is Yahweh called

Allah in the Bible. So they can't be the same God. Neither is the word Elohim which is applied to Yahweh over
2,500 times in the Bible used in the Koran. Neither is he called I Am, which He said to Moses would be His name
forever.
The God of the Bible identifies himself as the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Jacobs name is later changed
to the name Israel, being the father of the 12 tribes of Israel. The God of the Bible calls Jerusalem the city of
David and that the Messiah would descend from his lineage. Neither does the God of the Bible does not mention
Mecca or Medina but instead Jerusalem 800 times. Yet Jerusalem is not mentioned in the Koran, which the
Muslim claims as there own.
The God in the Bible is called the God of the Jews, an impossibility with Allah. They are called his chosen
people, but they are not Allah's chosen. Allah commands the Muslim to not take the Jews or Christians as
friends, Sura.5:51 disdains the Jews. Mohammed said, “The last hour will not come before the Muslims fight the
Jews, and the Muslims kill them.” (Mishkat Al Masabih Sh.M. Ashraf pp.147, 721, 810-11, 1130). So how could
Israel inherit the land or any of God's promises from Allah, if he is their God. Clearly he is not the same God of
the Bible.
Muslims trying to prove their position from the Bible point to the Old Testament with the word alleluyah,
interpreting the first portion of the word alle as Allah. The word [H]alleluyah is not a compound Hebrew word. It is
not two words but a singular word meaning praise to Yahweh. (alle- praise, lu-to, yah-Yaweh). The beginning of
the word is Hallel meaning praise. This has nothing to do with an Allah, and the last syllable of the word is a
reference to Yahweh the God of the Bible, this is hardly any evidence for their assertions. They are also
confusing Aramaic with Arabic. This is not unusual, as Muslims will often take words and meanings set in
another language and culture and adopt them for proof of their own book or religion.
This word play only gets more ludicrous as they try to have Jesus saying the name of their God. When Jesus
was on the cross they claim when he cried out Eli, Eli it was really is Allah, Allah. The New Testament was
written in Greek, however it points us to him speaking the Aramaic language, not Arabic. Jesus was quoting
Psalm 22:1 which read in full says, Eli, Eli Sabbathani “My God, My God why have you forsaken me.” What
makes even less sense for this position is the fact that they don't believe that it was Jesus on the cross in the
first place, but that another took His place. Some think it was Judas; so it was Judas crying out Allah, Allah?
The first Arabic translation of the Bible was made about the 9th century. Nowhere is the name of Allah found in
the Old or New Testament. When Islam became the dominant political force people were coerced to use the
name Allah for God or suffer the consequences from the hands of militant Muslims. Because of Islam's
dominance Allah became the common name of God. The translators of the Bible gave in to the religious
pressures and substituted Allah for Yahweh in the Arabic Bibles, but this is not the name of the God of the
Hebrews, nor of the creator who made heaven and earth because of its source in paganism. His nature and
attributes have only a few basic similarities and many more differences. And the most important point is that all
through the Qu'ran it says Allah has no son.
POSTED BY: TERRA | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 1:32 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Someone:
Some people change religions on their deathbeds. Some don't.
Some atheists become believers on their deathbeds. Some don't.
I would be willing to bet the rent that those who don't outnumber those who do.
Those who do prove nothing more than those that don't.
And perhaps the reason there us so much debate over the Christian god is because there are so many groups
of fundamentalist Christians trying to have their scriptures incorporated into secular law on the grounds that
"God says so." The law in my state says that I can't buy tequila on Sunday. Restaurants are open on Sundays,
but bars are required BY LAW to be closed on Sunday. Give me one logical, non-religious reason for that. There
is none. Christmas Day is the only religious holiday that is also a FEDERAL holiday. I don't see the post office

closing for Beltane. You don't see the Pagans getting our panties in a wad and threatening boycotts because the
greeter at Sprawl-Mart doesn't say "Blessed Samhain" on October 31st.
POSTED BY: LEPIDOPTERYX | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 1:32 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

One more comment for Someone
I do not think that you, or anyone, can be a very good Christian if the only people you know and hangout with are
other Christians, and non-Christians are only good for "conversion excercises" or to heap scorn on. This way of
thinking and living, sort of, contorts the whole scheme of things, don't you think?
POSTED BY: DANIEL | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 1:09 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Just an observation:
Christians tend to be very cliquish, and hang out with each other. This is especially true of Conservative
Christians, especially Protestants. They sometimes become so clannish and cliquish that they forget that there
are other points of view and other ways of thinking. So, when they stumble upon a forum such as this, they are
"shocked." Don't mind them that they are so snippy and irritable in their comments; this is what they need; it is
good for them.
POSTED BY: DANIEL | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 12:59 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

"Someone" is an example of a Christian with a chip on his shoulder and a scowl on his face who is always
looking for the worst in everyone and in every situation. I say this because he refers to the all the "Christian hate"
comments, when I didn't see any at all. Who is the hater here?
Someone?
POSTED BY: DANIEL | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 12:51 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Let us take, for example, the case of a life long atheist. When he is on his death bed, he suddenly believes in
God, just before he dies. So what? How does this advance any arguments for the existence of God? It is really
more of a psychological quesion, not a theological one, isn't it? This is not a good argument for Christians to
make. It is more barking up more wrong trees.
POSTED BY: DANIEL | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 12:45 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Someone - you seem very upset. I sincerely don't see where I've "bashed" Christians or been "hateful."
Instead of simply stating your opinion, could you give me concrete examples of things I've said that constitute
bashing and hatefulness in your eyes.
As I promised to Thomas, I won't challenge what you say, but would like to know how you think.
Thanks.
PS - Allah and God are the same. Allah is simply the arabic/muslim word for God. Both are the God of Abraham,
from the Old testament.

POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 11:45 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Thomas - I'm disappointed you haven't been back.
I hope I didn't insult you, suggesting that you might not be honest here. I am aware that all Christians do not
distort the truth.
If you're checking back here, please give us your thoughts on Dr. Elliot's comments as well as some examples of
you conversations with dying atheists.
I promise not to challenge you on anything you say -- I just want to hear your thoughts.
POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 11:35 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Thomas is absolutely right. And he doesn't have to comment on Elliot's essay. Thomas rather replied to E Fav's
comment, which was a bash directed to every Christian reading it. E Fav also asked "Where are the Christians?"
Well, here he is, and here am I, and I will simply elaborate on Thomas' point, because it is valid one.
Isn't it a bit ironic to see some of the most prestigious atheists renounce their beliefs on their death bed? Do you
ever hear of an atheist begging to some other being other that God? Maybe, but you never hear of that, and I will
tell you why.
Read John 1. It says that the Light (Jesus/God) lights EVERY man that enters this world. It is written on
EVERYONE'S heart that there is a God, or higher, smarter, more powerful being that us puny humans. And that
is manifested on the death bed when an atheist cries out to Him. I'm not saying every atheist would, but it is a
known, and irrefutable fact that some do. Also, isn't it funny that the most passionate, and most known debate is
over GOD? is it over Allah? Nope. Muhammad? No. Baal? hmmmmmm, nope. Any of the pagan gods??? Yet
again, its a no. I don't think it is just a coincidence that God is so popular.
No, before all you "skeptics" reply with your Christian hate comments, let me challenge you with something. How
about you reply with knowledgeable reason, and not personal preference. No one cares how much you hate
Christians. That proves NOTHING, and it's childish. My kindergarten friends called me names, and I didn't think i
would hear it from "intelligent" individuals as yourselves (E Fav). The minute you start commenting on the
person of a Christian, you have crossed the line. I do not comment on how stupid or irrational atheists, or any
other religion is (oh ya, by the way, atheism is a religion). Because they aren't. And neither are Christians. So
instead of commenting what you think of Christians, write and intelligent rational comment and leave out you
biased, ignorant hate. It is absolutely unnecessary. I have no respect for people, like E Fav, who do this, and I
simply read over their comments, because their "facts" are most likely biased and therefore wrong. PLEASE
reply intelligently!!!
POSTED BY: SOMEONE | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 9:48 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

the american dream.
2 minds and a mule.
POSTED BY: MO | NOVEMBER 27, 2007 12:49 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

waldo.
voltaire was a deist. he wrote,

"What is faith? Is it to believe that which is evident? No. It is perfectly evident to my mind that there exists a
necessary, eternal, supreme, and intelligent being. This is no matter of faith, but of reason."
POSTED BY: ANONYMOUS | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 9:10 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Thomas the believer -- I notice that you didn't comment on anything Dr. Elliot said, but instead made a comment
about atheists implying that you had enough juicy material to write a book about their deathbed conversions.
Don't be so illusive, Thomas - tell us what you think of Dr Elliot's comments about Thanksgiving and Anthony
Flew's conversion and give us some concrete examples of your death bed conversations with atheists.
Please be completely honest, in keeping with your religious values, assuming your values include honesty, even
when conversing with atheists.
Thanks - looking forward to hearing from you.
POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 2:14 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Thomas;
My guess is the book you'd like to write would show that some atheists become religious on their deathbeds.
When I was a teen,my friends and I would argue about such things.I recall that it was said that on his
deathbed,Voltaire had mumbled, "O my God,if there is one,save my soul,if I have one". I thought that was very
sad,and very weak of Voltaire to want a God once he was near death,when he had denied him all his life.
I don't recall where we got that information.
I've never seen anything since that time to suggest that Voltaire said any such thing while dying.
I am an old man,with just a few years left to me.
I don't believe there's a God or an afterlife.
I am not afraid of death. Who knows the agony I might have to endure while dying.Who knows what nonsense I
might mumble.I hope I don't disgrace myself in my last moments by whatever I might say.
I can't imagine becoming a believer in something that has always seemed really silly,even childish,to me. I
understand why people believe in the supernatural,and God,and other nonsense.
Indoctrination,groupthink,wishful thinking,result in one believing what one's community believes,whether true or
not.
You only have to look around the world to see that people believe what they were raised to believe.
It doesn't mean its any more true than the nonsense that the other guy believes.
POSTED BY: WALDO | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 12:36 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

"I hope there are believers reading through this."
I am a believer and I've worked with the dying for the last 17 years. Many many times..I have sat and talked with
lifelong atheists as they died.
I should write a book.
POSTED BY: THOMAS | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 11:59 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

From The Guardian,UK.
Teacher on blasphemy charge over 'Muhammad' teddy bear

James Sturcke and agencies
Monday November 26, 2007
Guardian Unlimited
A British primary school teacher has been arrested in Sudan accused of blasphemy for allowing her pupils to
name a teddy bear Muhammad, it emerged today.
Gillian Gibbons, 54, from Liverpool, was arrested yesterday at her home inside Unity high school, a British
international school, after a number of parents made a complaint to Sudan's education ministry.
The school's director, Robert Boulos, said Gibbons had since been charged with blasphemy, an offence he said
was punishable with up to three months in prison and a fine.
Article continues
Gibbons's colleagues told Reuters they feared for her safety after receiving reports that young men had already
started gathering outside the Khartoum police station where she was being held.
Boulos said Gibbons was following a national curriculum course designed to teach young pupils about animals
and their habitats. This year's animal was the bear.
Gibbons, who joined Unity in August, asked the class of mostly seven-year-olds to name the toy.
"They came up with eight names including Abdullah, Hassan and Muhammad. Then she explained what it
meant to vote and asked them to choose the name." Twenty out of the 23 children chose Muhammad.
Each child was allowed to take the bear home at weekends and was told to write a diary about what he or she
did with the toy. The entries were collected in a book with a picture of the bear on the cover, next to the message
"My name is Muhammad," said Boulos.
Boulos said the first he knew about the course was last week when he received a phone call from the ministry of
education, saying a number of Muslim parents had made formal complaints.
A spokesman for the British embassy in Khartoum said it was still unclear whether Gibbons had been formally
charged. "We are following it up with the authorities and trying to meet her in person," he said.
Boulos said he had decided to close down the school until January for fear of reprisals in Sudan's predominantly
Muslim capital. "This is a very sensitive issue," he said.
"We are very worried about her safety," he added. "This was a completely innocent mistake. Miss Gibbons
would have never wanted to insult Islam."
Unity, an independent school founded in 1902, is governed by a board representing the main Christian
denominations in Sudan but teaches both Christians and Muslims aged four to 18.
POSTED BY: ANONYMOUS | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 11:11 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Drew - agree completely. It's sad to see believers grab on to the few atheists-turned-believers to try to make a
positive point about Christianity. Especially – in the case of Flew – where his conversion is not to Christianity, but
to Deism. There is nothing to indicate that Flew has embraced the bible stories or its miracles. Of course that
distinction is not pointed out by the Christians celebrating his conversion. They are still in the deception and
denial business – especially with their fellow Christians.
I hope there are believers reading through this who are getting a glimmer of the depth of
deception/denial/compartmentalization that's employed to keep and spread the faith.
Where are the believers, by the way? It’s just us skeptics so far.

POSTED BY: E FAVORITE | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 9:25 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

The thing that strikes me about the Flew story,is how anxious the religious are to drag Flew into the spotlight as
an ex-atheist,because at last somebody has gone from not believing to believing.
It makes news because it rarely happens;like 'man bites dog' never happens,because its always the other way
round.Most atheist are ex- christians.
Every day people are dumping religion and seeing the light of reason. People are buying books on atheism like
never before. Scientists are fighting back against creationists and intelligent design theorists.
So a senile old atheist says he now believes. Big deal. If this mixed up old man,(who had religious parents and a
religious upbringing BTW)if he's the best the religious folk can produce to promote their ancient superstition,well
I for one am not impressed.
POSTED BY: DREW | NOVEMBER 26, 2007 12:33 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

But, back toward the topic of Thanksgiving, ...I agree that my Pagan beliefs make every day a day of
thanksgiving, in a way...
Seeing and *treating* life as a gift is one thing:
it's quite another thing for someone to come along and say, "You owe your life to *my* God and the will of dulyappointed representatives thereof, such as myself."
People who claim Thanksgiving is only Christian, and that only Christians know the concept, too often seem to
spend the rest of the year trying to "save" themselves, each other, and the rest of us *from* these gifts.
People who want to claim the holiday only for their own religion maybe are also forgetting the non-Christians
who did much to 'found the feast,' even if their people didn't end up doing so well around such 'thankful' people.
POSTED BY: PAGANPLACE | NOVEMBER 25, 2007 4:08 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

""PAGANPLACE,
"It's fine with me if your Noreen-Norrie is "butch" or something else. By the way, what is the opposite of "butch"?
At my age I can't keep up with all the current sexoterminology."
Ah, well, I was just trying to salve any ouches to your masculinity from anyone thinking it was a 'girl's name.' :)
The opposite of 'Butch' is 'Femme,' and, actually these terms have been in use at least since the 50s or 60s, as I
understand: people used to assume all lesbian couples were supposed to be butch/femme ones, in fact, and ask
'Which one of you is the 'man'?'
There actually has been a proliferation of terms for 'gender-related presentation,' these days, though, and I'm
hard-pressed to figure out the nuances, myself. Go figure. :)
"My advice: If someone starts talking about "cosmic guidedness",
1. Run as fast as you can in the opposite direction.
2. Call the men with white coats and plastic wrist ties.
3. Watch your wallet! "
You forgot 4) Get (and listen to) a second military opinion on any invasions they might be planning. :)
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Lepi

lovely and on point human elucidation of Thanksgiving. Dr Elliot's attempt to appropriate it for the Christians left
a very sour taste in my mouth.
Regarding Faith and Reason:
I agree that many "reasonable" people have faith, and vice versa.
Even with the most reasonable people, it seems to me, there are very few particulars in which their *faith* is
reasonable.
They may be very reasonable in deciding which job to take or which stocks to invest in, but I have a hard time
thinking of a matter of faith that is *reasonable* to believe in.
The Christian God "reasonable"? I don't think so. One is perfectly entitled to believe in the Christian God, of
course, but one believes based on *faith*, and the belief is NOT compatible with reason.
Can anyone think of a counter-example?
It seems non-sensical to say that I have "faith" that loving my neighbor is the right thing to do.
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But E Fav
Dr E tells us that Faith and Reason are now totally compatible.
It is now totally reasonable to believe that Jesus flew up into the sky and that Joshua stopped the sun.
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Hi, Henry - good points.
Regarding his reasoning and the 16 to 23 PhDs, it may be the result of faith overtaking reason, especially when
most of the degrees are in theology.
Lepi - I hope people read down far enough to see your post. It's what thanksgiving is really all about.
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Where to begin? Just when I thin Will might start making sense, he goes off again.
"In the American year, Thanksgiving is the only day officially converging the Christian mind and the American
mind—two minds, independent though inseparable, neither to be captive to the other."
Say what? Thanksgiving is not a Christian holiday. It is an American holiday. No belief in a deity is necessary in
order to set time aside to be deliberately mindful of all the good aspects of your life and celebrate them.
"We can be thankful for the increasing global recognition that our humanity is common."
Nice. But loook what follows.
"For failure to join the human race,..."

As opposed to joining the Tralfamadorian race? Unity without homogeneity is difficult,if not impossible. Better to
strive for recognition and understanding of differences within the human race, instead of continuing to
dehumanize those who don't agree with us, or don't fit our agenda.
"We can be thankful for the increasing rapproachement between those historic sibling rivals, faith and reason. As
religion has become stronger, atheists have become louder; but some prominent ones among them have
surrendered their atheism."
Surrender? Is Faith at war with Reason?
Over the years, believers of various faiths have become atheists, and atheists have adopted religious beliefs.
Spiritual paths change and evolve to meet the needs of the travelers. Otherwise, they simply become treadmills.
Faith and reason don't have to be anathema. I know many reasonble people of many faiths,as well as of no
faith, as well as many unreasonable people of many faiths and of no faith. The most unreasonable ones are the
ones that insist that their faith is the only reasonble explanation for anything, and that everyone should follow it.
"On this Thanksgiving Day, we Americans can be thankful for the freedom of religion from government
interference and the freedom of government from dominance by any particular religion."
Someone needs to remind Mr. "I don't think atheists can truly be considered Americans" of this. Also Mr.
"Paganism is non-Anerican."
"Life, the whole of it, is a gift of God by nature;"
For me, Life simply IS. It's everywhere, it's in everything, and it's neither given nor taken by supernatural fiat.
"For the Christian mind, every day is thanksgiving day, and all acts of compassionate service to humanity and
the good earth are return-gifts to the Giver of all."
For the Pagan mind, every day is also a day of thanksgiving. Every day, I am thankful for the man beside whom I
wake, for the daughter who sleeps in the messy bedroom down the hall, for the sun I see rise over the rim of my
coffee cup (and this morning, for the rain filling the dry creek bed behind my home), for the cat draped across
various items of furniture, for the dog sleeping on his back on my daughter's bed, his belly fearlessly exposed,
for the food in my pantry and freezer, and for the friends and family who help me eat it.
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E Fav
greetings to you.
one question: I am not SURE that Dr E *intends* to deceive.
I think he believes everything he says.
I do agree that he is terminally obfuscatory, and that his reasoning is remarkable for someone who has 16
Ph.D.s.
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I second everything already said here.
Dr. Elliott - Perhaps it hasn't occurred to you that being refuted so effectively does more harm to your credibility
and your cause than the potential "good" of hoodwinking a few gullible readers who get no further than your

essay or who are so closeminded that they don't recognize your faulty reasoning, obfuscation and efforts to
deceive.
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Well, Dr Elliot, back to your "old" tricks, I see.
Paganplace and Terra have adequately noted your offenses, so I will just second them.
I too winced when you implied that Christians were the most assiduous bearers of thankfulness.
And thanks to Drew for pointing out your artfulness in depicting the nature of "Flew's Conversion," again.
Finally, to imply that there is a "universal guidedness verifiable by science" is not worthy or a man like yourself
with 23 ph.d.'s.
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PaganPlace,
Thanks, you're right - it's still all there.
In case you missed it, here's another part of my terminated post:
"PAGANPLACE,
"It's fine with me if your Noreen-Norrie is "butch" or something else. By the way, what is the opposite of "butch"?
At my age I can't keep up with all the current sexoterminology."
In his current essay, Dr. Elliott wrote:
"In 2003 prominent British atheist Antony Flew signed the atheist “Humanist Manifesto III,” which teaches
evolutionism (“unguided evolutionary change”); but subsequently he has come to believe in a cosmic
guidedness, a universal purpose verifiable by science."
My advice: If someone starts talking about "cosmic guidedness",
1. Run as fast as you can in the opposite direction.
2. Call the men with white coats and plastic wrist ties.
3. Watch your wallet!
Regards.
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I posted this the last time you wrote about Flew's 'conversion';
fromhttp://www.humaniststudies.org/enews/index.html?id=172&art
"This Thursday HNN spoke to Prof. Flew by telephone. Now, here's the story straight from the philosopher's
mouth:

Flew, 81, told HNN that he has indeed abandoned his atheism for a type of deism. When asked if he still stands
by his landmark argument for atheism, The Presumption of Atheism, Flew said: "Oh yes. Yes I think so. That's
how you should deal with any question which is seriously controversial. You don't wonder whether the evidence
is something that other people know much more (about) than you do. But in a serious controversy this is the
proper way to proceed."
"We must follow the argument wherever it leads," he said. "I've never thought I knew that there was no God. I
merely thought there is no sufficient reason that there is."
Scientific evidence now leads him to believe in an disinterested god like that which Aristotle or Thomas Jefferson
spoke of, he said. Yet, when asked whether or not he has kept up with the most recent science and theology,
Flew responded: "Certainly not."
There are too many works of science for him to be fully up-to-date, he said. Gerald Schroeder, an MIT-trained
scientist who has worked in both physics and biology, was instrumental in Flew's new belief in a god. Schroeder
is the author of The Hidden Face Of God: How Science Reveals The Ultimate Truth.
Flew doesn't feel that any significant works of theology have been published in many years -- just new
interpretations of the gospel, and works that try to develop a powerful case for the Resurrection. There is no
intellectually serious case for Christianity, he noted. "I'm quite happy to believe in an inoffensive inactive god," he
said.
Flew denied that there was ever any truth to the Internet rumors of 2001 and 2003 that claimed he had
abandoned his atheism or converted to Christianity.
He said he will be publishing a formal account of his newfound beliefs in a revised introduction to his book God
and Philosophy. The text is scheduled to be republished next year by Prometheus Books of Amherst, N.Y, an
independent publishing company that specializes in works of skeptical thought. As of publication time,
Prometheus was not able to provide a formal response to HNN's questions about Flew's upcoming book."
Flew continues to hold his disbelief in an afterlife. "Good-bye," he said at the end of the interview. "We shall
never meet again!"
--Duncan Crary is the communications director of the Institute for Humanist Studies.
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It is all alive...growing, changing, being, expanding.
My faith coinsides with science...my language is poetry.
Mr. Elliot, why say for a "Christian" mind everyday is Thanksgiving? Do you have to work hard to insult us, or
does it comes naturaly? As if the rest of us have no conception of Thankfulness? We Wiccans have three
Harvest Celebrations a year...we have three holidays focusing on our blessings and remembering those who
have given us, not only the food on our plates, but the freedoms and liberties we enjoy more of.We also
remember on one of those Harvest celebrations those who were murdered for the name Witch, if not the fact of
it.
We remember tlike Starhawk that paved the way for Wiccans to worship without being carted off to jail or beaten
up for. And who would do those kind of things..those Christians so happpy about their religious freedom.
Our very salutation of "Blessed Be" is a reminder of how blessed we are...and "Merry Meet" is a reminder that
we share this world with others and we are blessed that we do.
terra
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I'll note, Norrie, that past questions aren't 'deleted,' ...if you click 'all panelist responses,' then find 'All Past
Questions,' it's all still there. :)
Anyway, Reverend, on this:
"2. We can be thankful for the increasing rapproachement between those historic sibling rivals, faith and reason.
As religion has become stronger, atheists have become louder; but some prominent ones among them have
surrendered their atheism."
That's not ...rapprochement, even if that's a proper characterization in any given case, to claim someone
'surrendered.'
Certain forms of religion (and perhaps certain forms of atheism) becoming more aggressive and strident and
inflexible may seem like strength, but it's really just becoming brittle.
"In 2003 prominent British atheist Antony Flew signed the atheist “Humanist Manifesto III,” which teaches
evolutionism (“unguided evolutionary change”); but subsequently he has come to believe in a cosmic
guidedness, a universal purpose verifiable by science. We may be witnessing the slow emergence of a common
mind in our common humanity."
It won't come of claiming someone converted when, as shown, someone took advantage of his mental decline to
*claim* he came around to their 'side.'
Science can't *verify* any such 'universal purpose' per se, particularly not in a Creationist/Intelligent Design
sense. Science certainly *can,* and *does* refute a Biblical literalist view of natural history, and has long since.
Evolution does *not* insist that evolutionary change over time *must* be 'unguided,' it merely says it *need not
be 'guided' in the sense many Christians say.
All scientific observation does nothing to support the idea of an *external artificer* of the observable universe,
but it does not exclude the idea that we may perceive 'purpose' to it. My belief says such senses of purpose are
*inherent* to a living universe. There's no need to claim a humanlike intelligence has 'authority' over it, (which of
course some use to claim allows them to inherit such authority over other people and the universe itself.)
Claiming Biblical authority by misconstruing science's built-in uncertainties, or by giving up on understanding
things when the timescale gets too long or a structure gets too complex, has nothing to do with science or
reason, only with dressing things in 'scienceyness' to stop people *from* using their reason with fallacious
arguments from ignorance and/or authority.
My belief that there is an animate and aware principle to the universe doesn't mean that I must believe there's a
'watchmaker.'
It's more than enough to say, 'It's alive.'
That's how my faith and reason get along, cause neither needs to dumb down or compromise, really.
Certain extreme religious factions feel their arguments have become 'strong' simply because they have growing
political and media influence to push them on people, but this does nothing for the Creationist argument, and
never has.
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Here's what I was thankful for this Thanksgiving:

[Following is my post reprinted from Susan Jacoby's Thanksgiving blog. It was there for about 20 minutes before
the entire blog was deleted and sent to the archives, never to be seen again.]
FOR EVERYONE,
I really enjoyed your accounts of your Thanksgiving Days and dinners. It's nice to depart from our usual
intellectual and spiritual disputes and simply relate to each other as people. I admire those of you who had many
people of different beliefs to dinner.
At our house it was just Kathy, me, sons Mike & Chris, and Chris's girlfriend, Grace, and our brother-and-sister
Maine Coon Cats, Archie and Belle.
None us is of any defined traditional religious persuasion, unless the cats are. I've always thought that cats are
quite spiritual in nature, for good or ill. I even told our fellow poster, Mary Cunningham, that cats pray (as well as
prey).
Archie and Belle, now nine months old, are well on their way to becoming the gigantic, beautiful, friendly, playful,
interested-in-what-the-humans-around-them-are doing, animals characteristic of their breed.
When we set the Thanksgiving table, as is their custom, Archie and Belle occupied two chairs set aside for
humans. When we sat down to dinner they were exiled to the floor beside us, where they enjoyed their own
turkey and fixings dinner.
Best to all.
*** We wish you could have joined us, Dr. Elliott.
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